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Two IJorward ~lme~rojection f~hambers (FTPC) provide charge and momentum in-
formation in the pseudorapidity range between 2.,5 < Iql < 4.0. A radial TPC scheme
is used, where ionisation electrons drift in an electric field perpendicular to the axial

solenoidal magnetic field. Curved proportional wire chambers with pad readout record

the track information via 19200 electronic channels. We report on measurements with
various gas mixtures in a prototype chamber with and without magnetic field. The de-
sign and construction of a curved readout chamber is described. Based on the prototype
measurements and the final layout of the detector the expected performance in measuring

accuracy and two-track-separation is given.

Gas mixture in an E 1 B environment
The use of a radial drift field was the only solution which allows us to resolve clusters in

the inner region of the FTPC [1], in the predicted physics environment of RHIC collisions

[2]. In a drift field which is perpendicular to the magnetic field the drifting electron cloud
is deflected due to the Lorentz force with the deflection angle VD [3].

For the FTPC one needs a gas mixture which has

(1)

an appropriate total drift time (<

60 p) and a small Lorentz angle ‘UL [4]. The tests of var;;us gas mixtures finally show
that using a cool gas like Ar/COz (50/50) or Ar/DME (50/50) best fits the above given

boundary conditions [5] [6]. In figure 1 we show the dependence of the Lorentz angle on

the magnetic field strength which is linear at a given drift field [4]. In additional measure-
ments it has been shown that the perpendicular magnetic field has a minimal effect on the
drift velocity and diffusion width for the described gas mixtures [4]. We will use Ar/COz

(50/50) as a chamber gas. It requires a lower cathode voltage compared to Ar/DME
for the same drift time and it is non flammable which creates less safety and material
selection problems.
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Final FTPC design
The final design of the FTPC is shown in figure 2. There are 10 padrows/FTPC with

960 pads/row. These rows are arranged in a six fold symmetry in $ and five such rings
in longitudinal direction. Each of these thirty sectors holds one multi wire proportional

chamber (MWPC) with two ~~adrow segments. The readout is provided by a front-end
electronic card which amplify, shape and digitize each pad signal [9].

Compared to a conventional ‘~PC, as in the ALEPH experiment [10] the design of our
FTPC differs in two major points.

1. The padrows are arrang~:d on the cylinder wall and not on the endcaps.

2. The field cage has a radial E-field proportional to 1/r.

As a result we have a non-constant drift velocity over the drift volume. The area
of equal drift time for different @positions of the electron cloud is a curved surface in
comparison to a conventional TPC. For the design of the M WPC there are two possible
solutions. A flat or a curved padpl ane for the NIWPC. The advantage of a flat padplane is
the known production scheme and the easier n~echanical support structure. On the other

hand one has to correct for the inhomogeneous E-field in the corners of the MWPC and

the different drift time for identical radius at different @positions in the offline calibra-
tion. We decided to use a cur~ed MWPC design to reduce the offline calibration effort in

an already complicated inhomogeneous E J- B – field configuration.

The curved design is accomplished by using a sandwich of BendFlex material 2 for the
padplane, which holds its sha~)e after it has been bent. The sense wires are fixed with a
conductive glue to the padplane with a gap of 1.5 mm before the sandwich is bent. In ad-
dition they are inclined by 17.4,0 to the main symmetry axis of the pads. This is necessary

2Licenced trademark of Rogers Cor Iporation, Circuit Nlaterials Division
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Fig. 5 The amplitude of a MIP hit decreases with drif( distance due to
diffusion but the total change remains constant. At 500V/cm the MIP
amplitude at 3cm drift is 70mV.

calibration measurements made on the same detector that
demonstrate that the nonlinearities to a large extent match.
This implies that these nonlinearities are calibr;itable and the
achievable position resolution is better than that show in fig. 2.
For experiment 896, drift distance vs. drift time curves are
measured for each detector. Knowing the drift time allows one
to read off the drift distance for a given drift velocity. Results
for different anodes on a detector are very similax Thus
measuring a few anodes is sufficient to “map” a rdetector[2].

Around a drift distance of 2.5 mm there is a change in the
drift velocity caused by a voltage difference between the top
and bottom side of the detector to force the drifting electrons to
be collected at anodes which lie at the surface clf the detector.
Adjusting these voltages, as seen in fig. 4, can minimize the
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Fig. 6 Differential nonlinearities as a function of drift field.
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Fig. 7 Leakage currents at the cathodes create slight parabolic drift

potentials at high drift fields.

magnitude of this change. Some care has to be taken when

adjusting these voltages to optimize charge collection as it is
possible to lose part of the cloud on non-anode structures on
the surface[7].

A simple simulation was run mimicking our detector’s
noise, MIP hits and readout electronic response. The resulting
sl~llals were fit to dete~ine what is the expected position

resolution. Results are consistent with our measurements.
These simulations indicate that improvements in the position
resolution can be made by sampling in smaller bins along the
drift direction as the signal width approaches the bin width for
short drift distances.

V. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

The detector’s response is sensitive to certain environmental
conditions such as the drift electrical field, the temperature,
and the external magnetic field. Changing the drift field
changes the total drift time in inverse proportion, as expected.
Longer drift times mean more diffusion and thus the signal’s
amplitude decreases as the signal’s width increases as seen
in fig. 5. This can be pro~,ematic when one works in noisy
environments. Larger signal widths also degrade the two

hit separation of the detector[9]. Further, longer drift times
increase the dead time of the detector which is a disadvantage
when running in high luminosity experimental environments.

At 500V/cm the dead time (total drift time) of the detector
is 4.7 ps. As one reduces the high voltage the magnitude
and position of the nonlinearities remain constant as seen in
fig. 6. This is consistent with the nonlinearities being caused
by the implanted resistor chain. This trend will not continue
indefinitely as at very low drift fields the region around
the anodes will no longer be fu!ly depleted decreasing the

signal to noise which impacts ones position resolution. One
additional effect of large drift fields is that cathodes start to
leak at large fields (at the p+ implant edges) causing parabolic

drift potentials. These can be minimized by using small values
for the implanted resistors. For the 500 KOhm :esistors used
on the STARLSVT detectors the effect can be seen in fig. 7 and
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Fig. 10 The dynamic range of the detector response changes with drift
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electrons to no longer drift in the center of the wafer. Finally a
B field parallel to the drift direction while not directly affecting

the motion of the electrons changes the resistance of silicon
(magneto-resistance) and thus decreases the drift speed of the
electrons. In experiment 896 which ran at a B field of 6.2T
parallel to the drift direction this effect was measured and found
to reduce the drift velocity by about 10Yo. Since a reversal of
the B field should cause the same behavior, this effect must be
proportional to B2 on symmetry grounds. Data are now being
analyzed.

Fig. 8 The edges of the wafers are hotter th~ the center.

is small and easily calibrated away by using quadratic fits.

Changes in temperature change the carrier concentration
and the thermal average velocity of electron !s. Including
all scattering mechanisms at room temper:~ture[ 10] the

drift velocity changes by l% for each Kelvin increase in
temperature. There is a temperature profile acrow the detector
caused by the implanted resistor chains on eithm edge of the

detector. The edges of the detector are hotter than the center.
This can be seen by moving the laser across tl~e anodes at a

fixed drift distance from the anodes. Any change in the drift
time will be caused by changes in the local temperature and
the result is shown in fig. 8. The dip in the center of the wafer
corresponds to about a 0.3K temperature difference agreeing
with expectations from a finite element calculation[8].

VI. SIGNALS

The longer the drift time, the more the electrons diffuse
and the signal width increases as the square root of the drift
time. This lowers the amplitude but the integrated charge in
the signal is constant as seen in fig. 5. A typical MIP signal is
shown in fig. 9. Hits are easy to extract due to the low noise
on the detector[ 13]. The undershoot at large time is caused
by the readout electronics bipolar response function which
reduces baseline shifts in large multiplicity environments. The
signal to noise ratio can be calculated by summing over the

Finally the magnetic field (B) can dramatic ally affect the
detectors response[ 11, 12]. B fields perpendicu Iru to the drift
direction and out of the plane of the detector will cause the
electrons to drift at an angle determined by the Hall coefficient
as they drift towards the anodes. B fields perpendicular to the
drift direction and parallel to the plane Gf the detector cause the
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Fig. 9 A MIP hit seen on several consecutive anodes.

Fig. 11 Tracks in the 15 layer silicon drift detector in a 6.2T magnetic

field.



amplitude of the pixels in the hit and dividing by the square of
the number of pixels times the noise on one pixel. It is about
20 for the operating conditions of this detect )r decreasing
slightly for longer drift distances.

In experiment 896 a large distribution of Iptrlse heights
from one to many MIP hits was seen. The dynamic range

of the detector changes with drift distance as large hits have
smaller amplitudes at long drift due to diffusi~m as seen in
fig. 10. Typically there were about 60 hits/plane in experiment

896 which corresponds to a 2% occupancy on the detector.
While alignment calibrations are still being finalized and

drift and magnetic field velocity calibrations have yet to be

implemented, preliminary tracking results are presented in
fig. 11. Residuals from these plots are 200 microns along the
drift and 100 microns along the anodes. Residuals are worse
along the drift direction since drift calibration; and B field
corrections are yet to be implemented.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The first tracking device based on silicon {Irift detectors
has been built and operated successfully. Yields from these
detectors are high at around 75’Yo. The dl:tectors have

good position resolution but calibration schem:s need to be
implemented carefully to get the best performarl ce from these
detectors. The detectors perform well in magnetic fields as
large as 6.2T. There weie less than 1% dead channels in the
whole array of 15 detectors. The technology fm making and
using large silicon drift detectors as tracking d~:vices is now
mature.
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